
 Safety awareness involves being able to recognize and identify a risk and
then make a decision that can help to keep your child safe. 
Our mind and body respond to situations in various ways. In some
situations, if there is a safety concern, we may react through a fight, flight,
or freeze response.

Fight: take action to eliminate the danger
Flight: escape the danger
Freeze: involves becoming immobile

Empower your child to make
decisions based on their age and
development, ensuring their safety
is not at risk.
Identify to your child who their
safe adults are. A safe adult can
be a parent, grandparent, teacher. 
Discuss with your child what a
safe environment is and identify
where - i.e., home, school.

Mind Awareness

 Use proper terms for body parts.

Body Awareness

For someone to touch your
private body parts.

To touch someone else's
private body parts.

For someone to touch his or
her own private body parts
in front of you.

For someone to ask you to
touch his or her private body
parts. 

For someone to ask you to
take your clothes off or to
take photos or videos of you
with your clothes off.

For someone to show you
photos or videos of people
without their clothes on. 

It is not okay...

 If someone makes them feel
uncomfortable, unsafe, or asks
them to keep a secret - to tell a
safe adult.

Teach Your Children

SAFETY
AWARENESS



ACTIVITY TIME!

"I know the proper terms for my body parts."

"It is okay for someone to show me photos/videos of people without their clothes on."

"I know to seek out a safe adult when I am feeling uncomfortable and scared."

"It is not okay for someone to touch my private body parts."

"I know who my safe adults are."

Write the options below in the appropriate column on the chart. 

Parents: Facilitate a conversation with your child about why that specific option is
determined to be "TRUE" or "FALSE" / "SAFE" or "NOT SAFE". 

Options:

"It is okay for someone to touch my private body parts."

TRUE False


